Alberto & Tadiello top 46 Bowlers @ Women’s 4-Gamer
A fantastic total of 46 women bowlers came up to participate in the 1st “A Tournament of Their
Own”. When the dust settled, Marie Alberto & Kelee Tadiello were the champions in the
scratch & handicap divisions. This 4-gamer was held at Concord’s Diablo Lanes on January 2,
2010.
After a slow start (192), Alberto caught fire with games of 265, 247, @ 231 for a 935 set. The
265 won the scratch game 2 sidepot. The scratch division top spot was worth $325.00.
Kelee Tadiello went wire-to-wire to take the handicap division title and win $250. She also
picked up two $25 sidepots in game 1 (260) and game 3 (258). Kelee had all 4 games over 200
(224-215-222-205) en route to a 866 series + 144 pins of handicap for a 1010 set.
Jasmine Coleman had a nice day, finishing in 2nd place in the scratch division for $210 and in
3rd place in the handicap group for $160. Coleman put together games of 235-245-204-236 for
a 920 scratch series. Jasmine’s 15 pins of handicap per game gave her a 980 handicap total.
Kristie Leong was also a double casher finishing 3rd in the scratch and 5th in the handicap.
Leong’s 900 scratch total was built with games of 203, 247, 226, and 224. 9 pins of handicap per
game gave her a 936 handicap series.
Diana Stauffer made a big charge late with a 293 with handicap in game 4. She finished in 2nd
place, just 17 pins behind Tadiello. Diana made $200 for her runner-up finish.

We’d like to thank everyone who contributed in making our initial Women’s event such a
success. Thanks to all who sent the flyer to their friends in the bowling world. The 2nd “A
Tournament of Their Own” will be held on Saturday February 27, 2010 at the Hillman’s
Cloverleaf Family Bowl in Fremont. The tournament will have a 1:00 P.M. start. The general
consensus was that 4 games weren’t enough games, so our next event will be 5 games.
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